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 In the ever-evolving landscape of digital assets and decentralized

technologies, the concept of a metaverse has emerged as a

compelling vision of immersive virtual worlds that intertwine with

our physical reality. This whitepaper presents a groundbreaking

initiative that combines the enduring value of cryptocurrencies

with the limitless possibilities of the metaverse. The convergence

of blockchain technology, virtual reality, and augmented reality

has given rise to a new frontier known as the METAVERSE. We

introduce a metaverse coin - CRYPTOFY COIN and CRYPTOFY

CLASSIC COIN designed to fuel transactions, enable seamless

interactions, and establish a robust and secure economic

framework within this virtual realm.

Introduction

Cryptofy Digital White Paper
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CRYPTOFY
COIN(CFYC) Cryptofy Digital

White Paper

Part One

CRYPTOFY COIN (CFYC) is a decentralized metaverse coin,

that bridges the gap between the virtual world and the real

world, by aiding seamless, secured, and fast transactions.

It’s very economical and has fast processing power per

second powered by the CRYPTOFY SMART CHAIN (CSC).  CFY

is a metaverse coin of CRYPTOFY DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM, a

blockchain company that offers cryptocurrency and

blockchain services to clients around the globe. 
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CRYPTOFY
CLASSIC COIN
(CCC) 

Cryptofy Digital
White Paper

Part Two

CRYPTOFY CLASSIC COIN (CCC) is a metaverse coin

built on the XRP blockchain, used for cross-border

payments and all kinds of meta-payment.

Cryptofy Classic Coin
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Cryptofy
Digital
Ecosystem

Part Three

The CRYPTOFY DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM is a utility cum
community-driven ecosystem that aims to bring its users
to the forefront of blockchain technology through its
applications:

1. CRYPTOFY CONNECT
2. CRYPTOFY Wallet
3. CRYPTOFY MUSIC APP
4. CRYPTOFY RIDE
5. Cryptofy Exchange
6. CG Bank Partnership

 Join us on our journey to the cutting edge of blockchain
technology and be part of the future. 
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Aims And
Objectives

Part Four

1.    To bridge the gaps associated

with digital transactions across

the globe.

2.     Using the blockchain

technology as a means of

assisting job seekers and

recruiters without being

spammed or scammed of their

time and resources.

3.    To ensure secured

transactions across all our

channels using Zeroloss Fintech.

4.    To drive the knowledge and

use of blockchain technology and

cryptocurrencies to all parts of

the world especially remote

villages.

5.   To ensure the adoption of

crypto trading and easy access

to cryptos in many sectors of the

economy.
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Use Cases Part Five

At CRYPTOFY DIGITAL, we aim to revolutionize the use of blockchain

technology in the healthcare sector by enhancing data security,

privacy and interoperability.

MODE OF OPERATION (MODUS OPERANDI)

∆    Secure storage and easy access to Electronic Medical Records

(EMR) for patients.

∆    Verifying and tracking Clinical Trials data for increased

transparency.

∆    Implementing a Supply Chain Management system using

blockchain to track the journey of pharmaceutical products from

manufacturer to patient, helping prevent counterfeiting and

improving supply chain transparency.

∆    Using blockchain technology to securely encrypt and share

genetic information, enabling the advancement of personalized

medicine.

We at CRYPTOFY strive to eliminate data loss and ensure that

patients’ medical records are accessible to authorized healthcare

providers worldwide. The data will be securely encrypted and only

released with the patients’ consent.

Our goal is to simply medical record keeping through the use of

CRYPTOFY and blockchain technology, reducing the need for

minimizing the risk of records being lost or discarded. We are

determined to make a positive impact on the healthcare industry

through the use of the blockchain technology.

CRYPTOFY HEALTH
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CRYPTOFY JOBS

OCT

With the aid of our platform, jobseekers can access varieties of job

descriptions according to their skills, professions, level of education and

or experience. We’ll do our best to minimize the rigorous unimportant

processes associated with accessing job opportunities by granting

direct access to recruiters.NO SPAMS, NO ANNOYING SURVEYS.NO

SCAM. This unique site can ONLY be accessed by users that hold

CRYPTOFY COIN(CFYC).

CRYPTOFY RECRUITS

∆    NFT IT

Most times, it’s difficult for recruiters to access real jobseekers due to

the scams associated with the use of social media in recruits. At Cryptofy

digital, we’ll ensure that those that bring /upload job opportunities to our

site are real and no third-party sites involved. This we hope to achieve by

leveraging on the weaknesses of other recruit sites. With the aid of our

tech crew, recruiter will be held accountable via their CFYC wallets.

Interviews and subsequent promotion of employees will be carried by the

recruiters on a successful job offered. We aim to the stop/mitigate

scams that comes with job recruiting and employment.

Other use cases are from our partnership with many good projects such

as:

∆   IVENDPAY: To provide crypto Point of Sale (POS) machines to our

subscribers.

∆     ZEROLOSS FINANCE: For Payment Integration.

∆   FAVOOM: A social media site with a unique crypto wallet feature.

∆    WNDO: It’s an E-store owned by COINBASE where purchases are made

with cryptos.

∆    NEXT.EXCHANGE 

∆    CRYSTAL ENERGY.      

∆    CG Bank

∆    ALBMER ENERGY
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Application Driven
By Cryptofy Digital
Ecosystem

Part Six

CRYPTOFY CONNECT:
is a digital chat app that connects people across the globe through chats, audio

and video, and virtual meetings as well as allows seamless transactions on the

platform. Gifting of CFYC is also enabled on this app.

Cryptofy Connect is a social-Fi platform built on the blockchain that rewards

users in crypto. It’s a purely decentralized platform for instant messaging and

voice-over-IP service owned by Digital Tech Cooperation – CRYPTOFY DIGITAL.

It allows users to send text, voice messages, and video messages, make voice

and video calls, and share images, documents, user locations, P2P transactions,

and other features using blockchain technology.

This is an ad-free platform that has its focus on giving its users the best user

interface and experience. Unlike most platforms, ads are free but this is a way to

attract real users and draw traction to our platform. It will allow its users to build

their business profiles and become verified businesses. These verified businesses

can create their business profiles along with other important links to their

website or Facebook page, set up autoresponders, link their office lines with the

platform, and possibly integrate our API with their product offering.

Business Model:
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Our API allows other businesses to integrate their systems with ours to reach out

to customers through notifications, deal with their queries automatically, and

settle payments using the most preferred crypto on our platform. To prevent ad

spam to users, the company restricts the ability to send messages to unknown or

unsaved contacts. Businesses can only send messages to people who have

contacted them first, but the API will also help them algorithmically send

shipping confirmations, appointment reminders, or event tickets to their

customers. The sources of revenue are as follows:
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CRYPTOFY WALLET:

CRYPTOFY MUSIC APP:

Cryptofy Wallet aims to make cryptocurrency more accessible for everyone by

enabling users to buy, send, receive, stake, trade, and store digital assets. It’s a

non-custodial wallet that allows users to retain control of their private keys and

digital assets, including cryptocurrencies and NFTs. Users MUST keep their

private keys safe and in the correct order for backup purposes.

CRYPTOFY MUSIC APP is designed for promotions and purchases of all

genres of music and artists just like we have on Apple Music, Spotify, etc.

This will be sorted in alphabetical order, top trending, hip-hops, raps, blues,

etc. and purchases on the platform will be made with CRYPTOFY COIN.

Listening to music is possible on this app. This application will also feature

“Cryptofy for Artists”, a channel that allows artists of different genres of

music to upload their content, connect their Cryptofy wallet and receive

their payment as users stream or download their albums. The distribution

ratio is 60:35:5. That is, 60% goes to the content owners 35% to the cryptofy

ecosystem, and 5% to the listeners.

The AI tech integrated is designed to automate streaming rewards to

creators, the platform, and listeners as stated above. The music app aims to

reward all contributors on the platform. The MINT ME function converts data

spent to cryptocurrency too. The app uses a premium business model to

generate revenue through paid subscriptions and advertisements. Users are

allowed to choose from various premium plans that suit the collective

number of users and offer discounts.  The target is a 500 million active user

base in more than 170 countries. 

Business Model:
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CRYPTOFY RIDE:

CRYPTOFY EXCHANGE:

CRYPTOFY RIDE enables users to exchange services for cryptocurrencies.

Payments for services rendered using the rides, that is transport vehicles, can be

made using digital assets made available on the platform. This will be one of the

leading taxi apps in no distant time. To ensure security of all users of our

platform, KYC is made available on registration and crypto card payment is

possible.

CRYPTOFY EXCHANGE is the exchange and trading platform of the

ecosystem. It’s there to service functions like leverage trading, spot, and

staking, a marketplace for vendors, and market makers, and a launchpad for

developers and lending.
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Token
Distribution/Tokenomics
Of Cryptofy Digital
Ecosystem
For CRYPTOFY COIN,the total supply is 250 million CFYC. For the Private sale,

8%of the total supply will be sold. For every investor that took part in the

private sale, 90% of their investment will be auto-locked for 365days and

ONLY 10% will be available for withdrawal. This is to ensure the longevity of

the project and maintain stability on the LIQUIDITY POOL.

For liquidity pool farming, 15-30 days but in a case where an investor is

impatient, taxation for emergency withdrawal is 8% of his total investment.

Tokenomics:

10% Operations, 32 months vesting, 12 months cliff. 

15% Developments, 60 months vestings, 12 months cliff. 

10% Marketing, 48 months, 12 months cliff.

 10% General Reserve, 60 months, 12 months cliff.

 10% Seed

 8% Sale 

2% Airdrop

 5% Ecosystem & Referrals

 10% Liquidity & Market Making 

3% Influencers and Advisors

 10% Team 

2% Reserve
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COSMIC ROUTE OF
CRYPTOFY DIGITAL
ECOSYSTEM
LEVEL 1:

 ∆ Website and social media handles created

∆ Community growth on all platforms

∆ Business registration

∆ Core team admins recruited

∆ Cryptofy coin launch on CEX (PINK SALE)

∆ Major marketing of cryptofy coin on all platforms

LEVEL 2:

∆ Listing on Pancakeswap with liquidity

∆ Major marketing of cryptofy coin on all platforms

∆ IEO/ listing of cryptofy coin (CFYC) on CEX P2B

∆ Listing on CMC,CG,Nomics

∆ More promotion, marketing & partnerships

LEVEL 3:

∆ Cryptofy wallet and P2P launch

∆ Cryptofy Coin download bonus for first time users

∆ Cryptofy coin mining & staking in the cryptofy wallet

∆ Promotion & marketing strategies for cryptofy fx wallet Ipsum
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LEVEL 4:

∆CEX listing for cryptofy coin 

∆ Cryptofy wallet DEX listing on CMC and CG

∆ Crypto integration for real life payments and partnerships with IVENDPAY

∆ Creation of CRYPTOFY pay

∆ Onboarding of new vendors for mass adoption of IVENDPAY POS and

vending machines, to encourage more real-life crypto payments

LEVEL 5:

∆  Launch of Cryptofy music app

∆ Promotion & Marketing strategies

∆ Launch of Crytofy Ride App

∆ More promotion & marketing strategies

∆ Launch of Cryptofy Connect (chat app)

LEVEL 6:

∆ Launch of Cryptofy Smart Chain (CSC)

∆ Cryptofy Exchange platform goes live

∆ Inclusion of blockchain CSC on all platforms. Wallet, exchanges, etc

∆ Marketing & Promotion

∆ Launch of stable coin Cryptofy Dollar (CFYD) on PINK SALE

∆ Major marketing of Cryptofy dollar on all platforms

∆ Listing on Pancakeswap with liquidity

∆ Listing of CFYD on CEX P2B

∆ Listing on CMC, CG, NOMICS. More promotions, marketing and

partnerships

∆ More development of the Cryptofy ecosystem and its utilities
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